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Creative People and Places  
National Peer Learning and Communications January 2020 - March 2022 
 
1. Creative People and Places – National Context 
Through Creative People and Places (CPP) more people are choosing, creating and taking part 
in brilliant arts experiences in the places where they live.  Initiated and funded by Arts Council 
England (ACE), there are now 30 independent CPP projects in areas where people have 
traditionally had fewer opportunities to get involved with the arts. 
 
21 of these CPP places have been in delivery for between three and six years. 12 places have 
recently secured investment from ACE as either new places (9) or extensions to existing places 
(3) and are joining the network in autumn 2019.  There will be a further round of CPP 
applications in 2020 and another cohort of projects will join the network in autumn 2020. This 
could take the number to around 40. 
 
By talking to people about what they want to see happen locally, each project is creating a 
distinctive programme that’s unique to the people and places that have shaped it. Local people 
are involved with CPP projects as decision-makers, participants, audiences, artists and 
volunteers. 
 
Each CPP project is run by an independent consortium of organisations, with one organisation 
acting as the lead body on behalf of the consortium.  There is a wide variety of organisations 
represented on the consortia, often bringing rich networks and expertise from beyond the 
cultural sector.   
 
Arts Council England’s aims for CPP are:  
• Communities are empowered to take the lead in shaping local cultural provision 
• More people from the identified places of least engagement experience, create and are 

inspired by arts and culture, and become regularly engaged as audiences or participants  
• The aspiration for excellence is central to the activity we will support – this covers both 

excellence of art and culture and excellence of the process of engaging communities 
• To learn from past experiences (including learning from the current Creative People and 

Places programme) and create an environment where the arts and cultural sector can 
experiment with innovative approaches to engaging communities 

• To learn more about how to establish sustainable arts and cultural opportunities and make 
this learning freely available across the cultural sector 

• To encourage partnerships across the subsidised, amateur, voluntary, and commercial 
sectors 

• Through these projects, we will demonstrate the power of arts and culture to enrich the 
lives of individuals and make positive changes in communities 

• Activity will be radically different from what has happened before in the eligible places prior 
to the Creative People and Places programme 
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• To maximise opportunities for collaborations across arts organisations, museums and 
libraries where possible  

• Where possible and appropriate, to maximise digital opportunities for cultural engagement 
and empowering the public  

 
Please refer to the most recent CPP programme guidance for more detail here 
 
As an action research programme, CPP is experimenting with new approaches to inspire and 
excite people about the arts and culture. CPP programmes take risks, reflect on what worked 
and what didn’t, gather evidence and share learning widely and freely.  
 
For further information please visit www.creativepeopleplaces.org.uk and the funding guidance 
from Arts Council England as outlined above. 
 
2. National Peer Learning and Communications  
All CPP areas are part of a National Peer Learning and Communications network (NPL&C), with 
the aim of sharing the learning that comes out of all CPP project areas.   
 
Initiated and funded by Arts Council England NPL&C is managed by Museums Northumberland 
(public name for Woodhorn Charitable Trust), which is also the lead body for the South East 
Northumberland CPP programme.  The first phase of NPL&C was delivered between 2013 and 
2016 and the second phase is being delivered from January 2017 to October 2019.  
 
In addition to NPL&C, there is a national evaluation programme, also involving all CPP 
programmes.  Whilst there are connections between the national evaluation and NPL&C, they 
are managed separately. 
 
The first phase of evaluation (2013-March 2017) was managed by A New Direction, who 
commissioned Ecorys to undertake the national meta-evaluation.  The second phase (April 
2017- June 2019) was managed by Arts Council England who commissioned Icarus to undertake 
the national meta-evaluation.  
 
Arts Council England will continue to manage the national evaluation in phase three.  It is likely 
that instead of commissioning a meta-evaluation over a number of years, ACE will commission 
a number of ‘deep dive’ reports about specific topics to sit alongside the data for the whole 
programme.     
 
Moving into the third phase of NPL&C (Jan 2020 to March 2022), we are now recruiting the 
freelance team who will manage delivery of the programme.  There are two freelance briefs: 
National Peer Learning Manager and National Peer Learning Communications Manager and 
both contracts will be managed by Museums Northumberland on behalf of the network.  
The programme guidance for the new peer learning programme can be found here and both 
roles will need to deliver against this. 

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/creative-people-and-places/cpp-2019-23-guidance
http://www.creativepeopleplaces.org.uk/
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/funding/creative-people-and-places-peer-learning-programme
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3. Aims of National Peer Learning and Communications  
 
The aims from 2020 - 2022 are to:  

I. Provide peer to peer support across CPP areas which strengthens delivery at an 
individual place level 

II. Share learning from the programme between CPP areas  
III. In tandem with Arts Council England, share learning from CPP externally to collectively 

influence practice and policy locally, nationally and internationally  
IV. Tell the authentic and authoritative collective story of CPP and its impact 

The aims will be delivered via the following objectives: 

a. Commission gatherings, conferences and symposium events – both nationally and 
regionally 

b. Commission thematic research to aid learning within the network and share learning 
across the wider cultural sector and beyond 

c. Commission communications resources which share the story of CPP with target 
audiences 

d. Identify themes and share resources that support delivery of the national CPP 
evaluation led by Arts Council England.  

 
4. National Peer Learning Manager 
The National Peer Learning Manager will be contracted on a freelance basis by Museums 
Northumberland.  The contract will run from January 2020 to March 2022, and as the brief can 
be delivered from anywhere in the country, the successful candidate will be responsible for 
providing their own office arrangements including all IT. 
 
Purpose 
To manage the national peer learning programme, involving people from across all CPP project 
areas and ensuring delivery against the programme guidance from Arts Council England. 
 
Key Tasks 

• Take part in National Advisory Group meetings to agree the detail of the programme 
each year.  National Advisory Group meetings take place twice a year, convened by 
Museums Northumberland and involve representatives from 12 CPP places plus a 
representative from ACE. 

• Plan and manage induction sessions for new CPP places in spring 2020 and spring 2021. 

• Sustain regular contact with CPP project areas, signpost places to each other as needed 
and provide induction support into the network for new CPP areas/ key personnel. 

• Plan and manage two full network gatherings each year, including setting agendas, 
briefing speakers, facilitating discussions, ensuring all practical arrangements are in 
place and writing up key points of learning. 
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• Plan and manage four smaller thematic gatherings programmed in response to network 
needs, especially the needs of new CPP places, including setting agendas, briefing 
speakers, facilitating discussions, ensuring all practical arrangements are in place and 
writing up key points of learning. 

• Work with representatives from the network, Arts Council England and the freelance 
Communications Manager to commission a conference for delivery in 2021; brief and 
support conference organisers, contribute to the development of content and support 
the delivery of the event. 

• Work with the freelance Communications Manager to commission and disseminate one 
thematic study.  The content of this study will be agreed by the National Advisory Group 
and will add to the studies commissioned in phases 1 &2 of the programme.   

• Maintain regular communication with Arts Council England, who will lead on external 
strategic relationships in relation to the CPP programme; keep ACE informed of all 
invitations for CPP involvement in external events, pass on appropriate contacts and 
invitations (e.g. DCMS and other Arts Councils) and provide suggestions for relevant CPP 
content. 

• Liaise with Arts Council England to ensure links are made between themes within the 
peer learning programme and themes within the national evaluation, managed by ACE. 

• Contribute to discussions and post information on the CPP Facebook Workplace group 
that facilitates communications and peer learning.  

• Take part in quarterly review meetings with representatives of Museums 
Northumberland and the freelance Communications Manager, to review progress and 
provide information for quarterly reports to Arts Council England.  

• Manage the national peer learning budget working with Museums Northumberland to 
monitor expenditure and meet earned income targets from conference delegate fees. 

• Contribute to the evaluation of the national peer learning network, including an annual 
survey of network members. 
 

Key knowledge, skills and experience 

• Ability to build strong working relationships with people in a wide variety of roles and 
organisations 

• Ability to support a variety of learning styles and a network of projects which are at very 
different stages of development 

• Knowledge of the aims and ambitions of the Creative people and Places programme 

• Understanding of the goals and delivery approaches being taken by the CPP network  

• Ability to facilitate discussion and sharing across a complex network of projects  

• Ability and openness to review and adapt the programme as needed in response to 
feedback from CPP areas and Arts Council England 

• Ability to identify themes of common interest and support peer learning processes 

• Ability to brief and support conference organisers, researchers and other suppliers  

• Project planning and management skills and experience  

• IT and admin skills including finance and reporting 
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• Budget management experience working within finance and procurement policies 
 

5. Contract 
The Contract will be issued and managed by Museums Northumberland on behalf of the 
Creative People & Places national network and will run from January 2020 to 31 March 2022.   
 
The brief can be delivered from anywhere in the country and arrangements will need to be put 
in place for regular communication with the freelance Communications Manager and Arts 
Council England.  Communication with, and support from Museums Northumberland will be via 
phone calls/email and quarterly review meetings scheduled at mutually convenient locations.   
 

• The fee is £65,000 including VAT and all office costs  

• Budget allocations will be jointly agreed with Museums Northumberland key contacts and 
signed off by Arts Council England. Museums Northumberland will contract all other 
suppliers and manage all financial transactions related to the programme 

• Museums Northumberland reserves the right to undertake financial checks before 
awarding, or during delivery of the contract 

• Museums Northumberland requires evidence of Public Liability Insurance (£5m), 
Professional Indemnity Insurance and, if appropriate, Employer’s Liability Insurance (£10m). 
 

6. How to apply 
To apply for the contract as National Peer Learning Manager please provide the following: 

• An outline of the approach you will take to the brief 

• Examples of related experience 

• The number of days you will allocate to the contract 

• Current CV (maximum two pages) 

• Contact details for two referees 
 
Selection criteria 

• Knowledge, skills and experience that demonstrate the best fit with the brief 

• Clarity of approach for delivering the contract 

• Value for money 

• interview 
 

Interviews will be held on Thursday 9 January 2020 in Leeds. 
 
Please email your proposal (up to 4 sides of A4) to Rachel Adam copied to Jemma Herring by 
Monday 2 December 2019 
radam@museumsnorthumberland.org.uk 
jherring@museumsnorthumberland.org.uk 
If you have any questions about the brief please contact Rachel via the email above.  
 

mailto:radam@museumsnorthumberland.org.uk
mailto:jherring@museumsnorthumberland.org.uk

